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NORMAL®!-FITTING CLASSES

by J. C. BEIDLEMAN and M. J. TOMKINSON

(Received 18th May 1990)

The authors together with M. J. Karbe [///. J. Math. 33 (1989) 333-359] have considered Fitting classes X of
S,-groups and, under some rather strong restrictions, obtained an existence and conjugacy theorem for
3£-injectors. Results of Menegazzo and Newell show that these restrictions are, in fact, necessary.

The Fitting class X is normal if, for each GeS , , G$ is the unique 3E-injector of G. X is abelian normal if, for
each GeS 1 ( GjSG'. For finite soluble groups these two concepts coincide but the class of Cernikov-by-
nilpotent S,-groups is an example of a nonabelian normal Fitting class of Srgroups. In all known examples
in which I-injectors exist X is closely associated with some normal Fitting class (the Cernikov-by-nilpotent
groups arise from studying the locally nilpotent injectors).

Here we investigate normal Fitting classes further, paying particular attention to the distinctions between
abelian and nonabelian normal Fitting classes. Products and intersections with (abelian) normal Fitting classes
lead to further examples of Fitting classes satisfying the conditions of the existence and conjugacy theorem.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (1985 Revision): 20F16.

1. Introduction

Throughout we shall work in a subclass ft of S t which is closed under subgroups,
finite direct products and finite soluble extensions. Some of our results can be proved in
more generality but the above conditions are satisfied by the more important subclasses
of Sjj in particular ft can be taken to be the class (£ of Cernikov groups, the class ty of
polycyclic groups, the class 93J of soluble minimax groups, the class Sx itself, or the class
of abelian-by-finite groups contained in any of these subclasses.

We introduced the notion of a Fitting class of R-groups, or ft-Fitting class, in [2]
and, under some rather strong restrictions, obtained an existence and conjugacy
theorem for 3E-injectors [2, Theorem 4.4]. A ft-Fitting class X is said to be a normal ft-
Fitting class if the radical Gx is a maximal 3-subgroup of G, for each Geft, or
equivalently, Gx is the unique 3£-injector of G, for each Geft. The ft-Fitting class X is
said to be an abelian normal ft-Fitting class if Gx ̂  G', for each Geft.

It is clear from the definitions that an abelian normal ft-Fitting class is a normal ft-
Fitting class and a well known result of Blessenohl and Gaschiitz [5] asserts that every
normal Fitting class of finite soluble groups is abelian. However, in [4], we saw that the
class C5R of Cernikov-by-nulpotent Si-groups is a nonabelian normal St-Fitting class.
It was also seen that this class plays an important role in the existence and conjugacy of
the hypercentral injectors. If § denotes the class of hypercentral <51-groups and Gg is
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the hypercentral radical of the St-group G, then G^/G^ is finite and the hypercentral
injectors of G are precisely the hypercentral injectors of G^.

This last result suggests that the normal Fitting classes play an important role in the
theory of Fitting classes of Q1 -groups and our aim here is to investigate these further,
paying particular attention to the distinctions between abelian and nonabelian normal
Fitting classes and also to normal Fitting classes related to Fitting classes for which
injectors exist.

In Section 3 we consider intersections of (abelian) normal Fitting classes with each
other and with other Fitting classes. This enables us to construct further examples of
Fitting classes X for which injectors always exist. We observe that every R-Fitting class
3c constructed in this way has the following property:

there is a normal Fitting class ?) such that, for each Geit,
(A) Gy/Gs is finite and each X-subgroup ofG containing Gx

is contained in Gv.

The results of [4] show that the S ^Fitting class § also has the property (A), <E9t being
the required normal ®x -Fitting class. We have not been able to show that every Fitting
class for which injectors always exist must necessarily have property (A) and we leave
this as:

Question 1. If X is a ^-Fitting class such that every ft-group has X-injectors, does X
have property (A)?

This question is related to the result of Menegazzo and Newell [7, Theorem A] which
says that if X is a ft-Fitting class such that every ft-group has 3£-injectors then each ft-
group G contains a normal subgroup M such that M/Gx is finite and every 3£-subgroup
of G containing Gx is contained in M. It follows from Theorem B of [7] that the
3E-injectors of G are necessarily conjugate.

One of the useful tools in considering normal Fitting classes of finite soluble groups is
the Lockett *-construction. This is also the case here, particularly for abelian normal
Fitting classes, and to some extent it helps to illustrate some of the basic differences
between abelian and nonabelian normal Fitting classes. We begin by discussing this
construction and refer to [3] for further details of the construction.

2. Lockett's ^-construction

Recall that if X is a ft-Fitting class than 3E* = {Geft:(Gx G)x is subdirect in G x G} is
also a ft-Fitting class and Gx./Gx is central in G.

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a R-Fitting class. Then

(i) X is normal if and only ifX* is normal,

(ii) X is abelian normal if and only if X* = R.
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Proof, (i) Let I be a normal ft-Fitting class, let G e ft and consider GxG. Since X is
normal, (G x G)s is a maximal S-subgroup of GxG. But, by [3, Theorem 2.3(b)],
{GxG)x=(GxxGx)((g~1,g):geGx.}. Let 7^: GxG->G be the projection map onto the
first component; then Gj. = 7ti((G x G)x). Let y be an 3E*-subgroup of G containing Gx..
Then (G x G)x ̂  Gj. x Gj. ^ y x y e X*. Since (G x G)j is a maximal I-subgroup of G x G,
we have

(G x Gf)s=(y x Y)X=(YX x ys)<0r Sj,): ye r>.

Thus (y,y~l)e(G x G)x and so yen1((GxG)s) = Gx.. Therefore Y = GX. and so Gx. is a
maximal X*-subgroup of G. Hence 3E* is normal.

Conversely, suppose that X* is a normal ft-Fitting class. Let G e ft and let X be an X-
subgroup of G containing Gx. Since Gx./Gx is a central section of G, we have Jf -o GX.X.
Thus Gj.Af is a product of normal J*-subgroups and so Gx.XeX*. But Gx. is a
maximal 3E*-subgroup of G and so X^GX.. But since Gx./Gx is central we then have
X < C and so Z = Gj. Thus Gx is maximal 3E-subgroup of G and so X is a normal
ft-Fitting class.

(ii) If 3E* = ft then, for any Geft, G/GX = GX./GX is abelian and so X is an abelian
normal ft-Fitting class.

Conversely, suppose that X is an abelian normal ft-Fitting class and let Geft. Let <t>
be a cyclic group of order two and form the wreath product W = G\(t}. Since ft is
closed under finite direct products and finite extensions, we have Weft. The base group
of W is isomorphic to G x G and, for each geG, (,g~1,g) = [(g,l),t]eW<LWx. Therefore
(g~1,g)eWxn{GxG)=(GxG)x and so (GxG)x is subdirect in GxG. Therefore Ge£*
and so X* = ft.

It was shown in [3, Lemma 2.8] that if X is an s-closed ft-Fitting class, then X* = X.
The normal Si-Fitting class (£91 discussed in [4] is clearly s-closed and so ((£91)* =
GSl^Sj. Further examples of normal Fitting classes which are not abelian are provided
by the members of Locksec (S9J), the Lockett section of (£5R (see [3]). In particular, the
results of the following section show that if X is an abelian normal Sj-Fitting class then
X n £9t is a nonabelian normal Sj-Fitting class.

3. Intersections and products of normal Fitting classes

Before discussing the main results of this section it is convenient to note that any
normal ft-Fitting class contains all hypercentral ft-groups.

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a normal R-Fitting class and let § denote the class of
hypercentral groups. Then § n ft £ X.

Proof. If JE contains the infinite cyclic group, then 3E contains all cyclic groups and
so contains 5 n ft [2, Theorem 2.4].

We may therefore assume that 3E does not contain the infinite cyclic group and so 3E
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consists entirely of Cernikov groups [2, Corollary 2.3]. If ft contains the infinite cyclic
group then it contains all finitely generated abelian-by-finite groups and so the example
constructed in Theorem 5.1 of [2] shows that there is a ft-group G which does not have
I-injectors. This is contrary to X being a normal ft-Fitting class and so we may assume
that ft consists entirely of Cernikov groups. But the class of finite 3E-groups is a normal
Fitting class of finite soluble groups and so contains all finite nilpotent groups [5, Satz
5.1]. But every hypercentral Cernikov group and hence every § n ft-group is generated
by ascendant finite nilpotent groups and so is an 3E-group.

The following theorem provides a good illustration of some of the differences in
working with abelian and nonabelian normal Fitting classes. The first part of the
theorem is almost trivial because we can use the fact that GX^G'. There seems to be no
comparable characterization for nonabelian normal Fitting classes so that a direct proof
has to be given.

Theorem 3.2. (i) If X and 9) are abelian normal R-Fitting classes, then X n 9) is an
abelian normal Si-Fitting class.

(ii) //X and 9) are normal Si-Fitting classes then I n ? ) is a normal Si-Fitting class.

Proof, (i) If Geft then, by the definition, GX^G' and GV^G'. Therefore GSr<v =
GxnGv^G' and so X n ?) is abelian normal.

(ii) Let G e ft; we show that GXnV is a maximal X n 9)-subgroup of G. Note first that,
by Lemma 3.1, X and 9) both contain § n f t and so 3En9)2§nft . It follows by
Theorem 3.1 of [2] that G/Gx^v is abelian-by-finite. Let F/GXnV be the Fitting subgroup
of G/GXnV so that G/F is finite. We prove by induction on \G/F\ that GXnV( = Gxn Gv)
is a maximal X n 9J -subgroup of G. This is clearly the case if F = G and so we may
suppose that F^G.

Suppose that H^F. Then [F,HXnV]^Fn HXnV. Since F n HinV<o HXnV, FnHXnV

is an Xn 9)-group. Also F n HXnV sn F<i G so that F n HXnV = GXnV. Therefore
lF,HXnV^GXnV so that HXnV£,CG(F/GXnV)^F. It follows that GXnV = FnHXnV =
HXnV. By the induction hypothesis we have:

(*) If F ̂  H ̂  G, then GXnV is a maximal X n ?)-subgroup of H.

Now let V be an X n 9)-subgroup of G containing GXnV and suppose that V^GXnV.
There is a maximal normal subgroup M/F of G/F with G/M having prime order p. By
(•), GXnV is a maximal X n ?)-subgroup of M. Also VnM<i V and so V r\M is an
X n ?)-subgroup of M containing GXnV. Therefore V nM = GXnV and so |F/Gln?)| = p. If
FV^G then, by (*), GXnV would be a maximal Xn9)-subgroup of FV, contrary to
GXnV^V^FV. Therefore we must have FV = G so that \G/F\ = p.

Now consider VGX and let W=(VGX)V. Since W<a VGX and GX^VGX, we have
W r\Gx is a normal X n 9)-subgroup of Gx. Thus W n Gx is a subnormal X n 9)-
subgroup of G and it clearly contains GXnV; therefore W nGx=GXnV. But ?) is a
normal Fitting class and so W is a maximal 9)-subgroup of FGj. Since GXnV^V^VGX,
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we must have GXnV^W. Since \VGX/Gx\ = p and WnGx = GXnV it now follows that
\W/GXnV\=p. If W = V, then VGX would be a product of two normal 3E-subgroups V
and Gj and so VGxeX contrary to Gx being a maximal 3E-subgroup of G. Therefore
W^V and so WV/GX^V is a group of order p2 and so is abelian. Therefore WV is the
product of two normal 9)-subgroups and so WKe?).

Hence as W is a maximal ?) -subgroup of VGX it follows that V^W. Then

a contradiction. Hence V = GXnV.

A second construction which enables us to give new examples of (abelian) normal
Fitting classes is provided by considering products of Fitting classes. This is discussed in
[2, Theorems 3.5 and 5.10] where the additional assumption is made that either (a) ft is
Q-closed or (b) ft contains the class P̂ of polycyclic groups. If X is a ft-Fitting class
containing § n ft and 9) is a ft-Fitting class, then

3E9) = {Ge ft: G/Gxe<9}

is a ft-Fitting class. The restriction on ft is to ensure that the factor group G/Gx is a
ft-group.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that either (a) ft is Q-closed or (b) ft 3 ^3. Let X be a Si-Fitting
class containing § n ft. 7/9) is an (abelian) normal Si-Fitting class, then 3E9) is an (abelian)
normal S\-Fitting class.

Proof, (i) Let Geft and suppose that 9) is an abelian normal ft-Fitting class. Then
(G/GX)V^(G/GX)' and so G/Gxv is abelian.

(ii) Let Geft and let 9) be a normal ft-Fitting class. Then Gxv/Gx is the unique
?)-injector of G/Gx. By [2, Theorem 5.10], Gxv is an 3E9)-injector of G and so £9) is a
normal ft-Fitting class.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that either (a) ft is Q-closed or (b) ft 3 ^J. Let 3E be an abelian
normal Si-Fitting class and ?) any Si-Fitting class. Then 3E9) is an abelian normal Si-
Fitting class.

Proof. If Geft, then Gxv^GXZG'.

However, this last result does not hold for nonabelian normal Fitting classes. For,
consider the § ! -Fitting classes 3E = G<R and 9J = §; then £?) = (£«§. Let T be the
symmetric group of degree 4 and note that the ^-injectors of T are its Sylow 2-
subgroups. Let G = Cm \ T, taking T in its usual permutation representation. Then
Gffi91 = B, the base group. If V is a Sylow 2-subgroup of T, then BKeInjI?)(G). Clearly BV
is not normal in G and so £9) is not a normal Fitting class.

It is perhaps worth noting from Theorem 3.3 that §G9l is a normal S r F i t t ing class.
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One point of interest in this example is that for every St-group G we have G/G&m finite
but this factor group may still be nonabelian. For example, let H = CX\S3, where S3 is
taken in its usual permutation representation, and let A = (al} x <a2> x <a3> be the
base group of H. The free abelian group of rank 6 can be made into a Z/4-module

M = Ml®M2@Mz by letting at act on M,= Z©Z according to the matrix I I and

a, act trivially on Af, if y#i. Now consider the induced representation of H on
M0 = M(g)Z/4ZHsZ36 and form the split extension G of Mo by H. Then Gt = M0 and
G$m = M0A so that G/G&ffi9,^S3.

Having introduced products we can give further necessary and sufficient conditions
for a ^-Fitting class to be normal or abelian normal. These conditions are clearly
related to Theorem 2.1 but do provide a further illustration of the distinction between
abelian and nonabelian normal Fitting class.

If X and 9J are R-Fitting classes then X is strictly normal in 9) (written 3E<a <9)) if
each Geft possess both 3E-injectors and 9)-injectors and each jE-injector of G is a
normal subgroup of some 9)-injector of G. Strict normality in finite soluble groups was
introduced in [1].

Let X and ?) be ft-Fitting classes such that X<i <9). If GeSi and V is a 9)-injector of
G, then it follows from the conjugacy of injectors [7, Theorem B] that Vx is an
3£-injector of G.

Let 9) be a ft-Lockett class and assume that every ft-group has a unique conjugacy
class of 9J-injectors. Let 3EeLocksec (9)). It will be shown in 3.7 that every ft-group has
a unique conjugacy class of 3E-injectors and 3E<i < ?).

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that either (a) Si is Q-closed or (b) fts^B. Let X be a Si-Fitting
class. Then

(i) X is an abelian normal Si-Fitting class if and only if X9} n Si = Si,
(ii) X is a normal Si-Fitting class if and only ifX*o < £ § n Si.

Proof, (i) Let X be an abelian normal Si-Fitting class and let GeSi. Then GS^.G' so
that G/Gx e § and G e JE§ n Si.

Conversely, suppose that Si = Xf>r\Si and let Geft. We show that GeX* so that
ft = 3E* and so, by Theorem 2.1, X is abelian normal. Suppose that G$X* so that G/Gx.
is a non-trivial hypercentral group. There is a prime /? such that G/Gx. is not a p-group
and so (G/Gj.)\Cp is not hypercentral. Consider H = G\CP and let B be the base group
of H. It is clear that HX, = BX. and that H/Hx.^(G/Gx.)\Cp<t:$). This is contrary to
every ft-group being in the class X§ and so we must have GeX* and ft = 3E*, as
required.

(ii) Let X be a normal ft-Fitting class. Then, by Lemma 3.1, 3E2§n$t and so
3 E § n f t 2 § 2 n S . Therefore the J§-radical of any ft-group G has finite index in G and
so, by [2, Theorem 4.3], G has £§-injectors. Let Y be an £§-injector of G; then Y*z.Gx
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and since Gx is a maximal X-subgroup of G, Gx is the unique X-injector of Y. Thus

Conversely, suppose that Xo < X§ n ft. Let 7 be an 3E§-injector of the ft-group G
and let X= Yx so that X is an X-injector of G. It is clear that Y^GXf> and part (I) of the
proof of Theorem 5.10 in [2] asserts that YX = GX. Therefore Gs is an X-injector of G
and so X is a normal ft-Fitting class.

Again we note how this result applies to the nonabelian Sj-Fitting class (£91. If
X = (E5R, then 3E§ = (£§ 2 ^S 1 . The example given earlier of an Sj-group G in which
G/G6e51^S3 is an example of an Sx-group not in the class (£§2.

One of our objectives in studying normal and abelian normal Fitting classes is to
construct examples of Fitting classes X which always yield X-injectors. A normal Fitting
class automatically provides a unique X-injector Gx but we turn our attention now to
combining abelian normal Fitting classes with other known Fitting classes.

The main result which we give here (Theorem 3.9) follows easily from results given in
[3] on the relationship between X-injectors and X*-injectors. The results we require
were proved under the assumption that ft 2 ^3. The need for this assumption can be
traced back to our proof of Corollary 6.2 in [2]. However the result of Menegazzo and
Newell [7] referred to in the introduction allows us to give a direct proof of this
without further restrictions on ft.

Theorem 3.6. Let X be a SK-Fitting class such that every Si-group has X-injectors. Let
V be an X-injector of G where Geft and let Vg,H^G. Then Veln}x(H).

Proof. By Theorem A of [7] and Theorems 2.4 and 3.1 of [2], there is a normal
subgroup M of G such that M/Gx is finite and every X-subgroup of G containing Gx is
contained in M. Since GX^V^H, we have Gx^Hx and so any X-subgroup of H
containing Hx is contained in M and hence in M r\H. It is therefore sufficient to show
that Ve Injx(MnH).

It is known that Felnjj(M) and that there is an X-injector U of M r\H. We prove
by induction on |M/Gx\ that V and U are conjugate in H. Let N/Gx be a maximal
normal subgroup of M/Gx so that M/N is nilpotent.

Now VnNeln}x(N), VnN^HnN^N and \N/GX\<\G/GX\. Therefore, by induc-
tion, VnNeInjX(NnH). Also U nNeInjx(Hr\N) and so VnN and UnN are
conjugate in HnN and we may assume that Vr\N = UnN = W, say. Then W is a
maximal X-subgroup of H n N, H n M/H n N is nilpotent and U, V are maximal X-
subgroups of HnM containing W. By Hartley's Lemma [2, Lemma 4.1], U and V are
conjugate in HnM and, in particular, VeInjx(HnM).

We state the results required from [3] as corollaries; the proofs are essentially the
same as the proofs of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. in [3].

Corollary 3.7. Let X be a SK-Fitting class such that every Si-group has X*-injectors and
let Geft. Then

(i) G has a unique conjugacy class of X-injectors,
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(ii) if Veln)s.{G), then Vxelnjx(G).

Corollary 3.8. Let X be a R-Fitting class such that every Si-group has X-injectors and
let GeR. Then G has a unique conjugacy class of X*-injectors.

Theorem 3.9. Let 3 be an abelian normal R-Fitting class and let X be a R-Fitting
class such that every R-group has X-injectors. Then every R-group has X n ^-injectors.

Proof. By Corollary 3.8, every ft-group has 3E*-injectors. But, by [3, Lemma 2.4]
and Theorem 2.1, (3Er»3)* = 3E* n 3 * = 3E* nR = X* and so every tt-group has (3En3)*-
injectors. By Corollary 3.7, every ft-group has X n 3-injectors.

This result means that we can now construct further examples of R-Fitting classes
which always yield injectors. However they can not give examples which do not have
property (A) unless the Fitting class X which begins the construction already fails to
have property (A).

Theorem 3.10. Let 3 be an abelian normal R-Fitting class and let X be a R-Fitting
class with property (A). Then X n 3 also has property (A).

Proof. Let GeR; since X satisfies property (A), there is a normal ft-Fitting class 'J)
such that Gv/Gx is finite and each 3E-subgroup of G containing Gx is contained in Gv.
Since 3 is normal, 3 2 5 <~> & (Lemma 3.1) and so G/G3 is finitely generated. Also since
3 is abelian normal G/G3 is abelian and so has finite torsion subgroup G3JG3. Thus
G(3<E)r,« = G3S n Gg is a finite extension of G3nGx= G3nX. Let V be an 3E n 3 subgroup
of G containing Gjn 3. Since G'^G3 we have [V,Gx']^G3r\Gx = GXn3 and so VGX is a
product of its two normal 3E-subgroups V and Gx. Hence VGxeX and so VGX^GV.
Also V/GXn3 is finite and so VG3^G3S. Therefore V^G3er\ Gv = Gm)nV. The R-Fitting
class 3® n 9) is normal, by Theorem 3.2, G(m)nV/G3nX is finite and each X n 3-subgroup
of G containing GIri3 is contained in G(3e)n?.

An interesting question related to Theorem 3.9 which we have been unable to answer
is the following:

Question 2. Let 3 be a normal ft-Fitting class and let X be a ft-Fitting class such
that every ft-group has 3E-injectors. Does every R-group necessarily have
X n 3-injectors?

The construction of Theorem 3.9 is, of course, only of interest if we have interesting
examples of abelian normal Fitting classes. This is the purpose of the final section.

4. Examples of abelian normal Fitting classes

Our construction follows that of Blessenohl and Gaschiitz [5] with one significant
change to give examples which have an infinite character.
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Let A be an abelian group and, for each Geft, let fG: G-+A be a homomorphism. The
pair (A, f) is called an abelian normal Si-Fitting pair if

(1) if H asc G and Geft, then fH = fG\H,
(2) X =

Lemma 4.1. Let (A,f) be an abelian normal Si-Fitting pair and let X(A,f) =
{Geft:G/G=l}. Then X(A,f) is an abelian normal Si-Fitting class and, for each GeK,

Proof, (a) Let GeX(A,f) and H asc G.
By condition (1) above, HfH = HfG g G/G = 1 and so HeX(A,f).
(b) Let G e ft and let G be generated by ascendant X(A, /)-subgroups M{, i e I.

If geG, then g=gi-..gn with gjeM^ and so

= tei/M((1))- • •(&,/**„„,)> since Mm asc G,

= 1, since Mi(J)eX(A,f).

Thus G e X(A, f) and parts (a) and (b) show that X(A, f) is a ft-Fitting class.

(c) Let Geft and K = Ker(/G)^G'. Then KfK = KfG=\ and so KeX(/L/). Hence
the X(A, /)-radical of G contains K. Conversely, if Gx is the X(A, /)-radical of G, then
GxfG = GxfGx=l and so GX<LK. Thus Ker(/G) is the X(A,/)-radical of G and since
K ̂  G', X(A, f) is an abelian normal ft-Fitting class.

For finite soluble groups, Lausch [6] showed that every normal Fitting class is
obtained in this way. By making the appropriate changes as in the above Lemma, this
result can also be generalized as follows:

Lemma 4.2. Let X be an abelian normal Si-Fitting class. Then there is an abelian
normal Si-Fitting pair (A, f) such that X = X(A, / ) .

The examples given by Blessenohl and Gashutz can also be used for ft-groups but
lead to examples in which G/G^j) is always finite. More interesting examples are
provided by considering a variation on the construction given in their Satz 3.3.

A ft-group has a normal series

in which the factors G.-i/G, are either periodic or torsion-free abelian and rationally
irreducible as ZG-modules. Let M1,...,Mk be the torsion-free rationally irreducible
modules in the series (*). Then M,®ZQ is irreducible as a QG-module and determines a
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representation p{ of G over Q; that is, a homomorphism pt: G->GL(nf, Q), where
«i = dimo(M,(g> ZQ) = dimz(M,).

For each geG and i=l,...,k, let di(g) = det(pi(g))eQ*, the multiplicative group of
nonzero rationals, and let dG(g) = Y[^=i di(g)eQ*- Then

(I) The definition of dG is independent of the normal series (*).

This follows from a form of the Jordan-Holder Theorem.

(II) If H < G , then dG\H = dH.

We take the normal series (*) passing through H. Let Ml,...,M, be the rationally
irreducible factors which occur below //; then, by Clifford's Theorem, M,(g)z<Q is
completely reducible as a ©//-module. For i=l,...,l, write M,(g)ZQ> = Vx©• •• ©Kn(0,
where the ^ are irreducible ©//-modules and let a j be the representation of H
corresponding to V, with 3j(h) = det (oj(h)). Then d,-^) = ri"=W;W and

ni-inr-W)-
For each i = / + 1,..., k, we have dt(h) = 1 and so

k I I n(0

<Mfc)= n dAh)=n «* )=n n ^JC')=^w-
. = 1 i = i i = i J = I

(III) If H asc G then dG|H = rfH.

There is an ascending series

Write dp for the homomorphism dH/l:Hp-*Q*; then by induction we may assume that
dfi\H = dH, for each /?<<x.

If a —1 exists, then H!l_l<iG. By (II), dc|Ha-,=^a-i and> by induction, dG\H =

If a is a limit ordinal then G = \J!l<Jifi. Let M1,...,Mk be the torsion-free rationally
irreducible factors in a normal series (*) for G. Each irreducible QG-module M,®ZQ
may be considered as a Q/Z^-module for any /?<a. Since M;(g)z<Q has finite Q-
dimension there is some /?(i) such that M,(g>zQ is irreducible as a Q/Z^-module. If we
let /?=max{/?(l),... ,/?(&)}, then each M,®ZQ is irreducible as a Q/f ^-module. For each
i=l,...,k, there is a j=j(i) such that M^GJ-JGJ and a y(z') such that HHi)nGj^i^
Hy(i)nGj. Taking y = max{/?,y(l),...,y(fc)}, we have Hyr\Gj-JHyr\ Ct is non-trivial for
each j(i) and, since Gj-JGj®zQ is Q//y-irreducible, we have (//y n G j . J H , n G7)®z

QsMjX z Q as a Q//y-module. It follows that dG\Hj=dr By induction, dy\H-dH and so

Now let B be any subgroup of Q* and let 7t:Q*^Q*/B = '4 be the natural projection
map. If we define fG = ndc: G^A then it follows from the above that (-4,/) is an abelian
normal ft-Fitting pair.
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The group Q* is the direct product of the cyclic group Bo = {— 1,1} of order two and
the infinite cyclic groups Bp={p":neZ}. Interesting examples arise by taking the group
B above to be one of these cyclic subgroups and so obtaining an abelian normal ft-
Fitting class X(A0,f) or X(Ap,f). Variations on these basic examples can also be
obtained by letting n be a set of primes and possibly 0 and letting B = DT{Bp:pen}.

Let ft = S j and, for a fixed prime q, consider the group Gq defined as follows. Let
X = <xn:neZ,x* = xn_1> and let Y = (y} be infinite cyclic; form the split extension Gq of
X by Y such that y~lxny = xn_l. The rationally irreducible factors in a normal series of
G, are MX=X and M2 = GJX. For any integer m, y'mxny

m = xn.m and so dG(ym) =
qmsBr Therefore GqeX(Aq,f) but for p = 0 or p¥=q, we have GS(ApJ) = X so that
G/GX{Apf) is infinite cyclic.

We have therefore constructed an abelian normal Sx-Fitting class X and an St-group
G with G/Gx infinite cyclic. Now let 9) = § 2 and let H be an St-group such that H ? /H 6

is infinite and the ^-injectors of H are not normal. In the group K = GxH we have
K/Kx infinite and KI n ? ) /X& infinite. By Theorem 3.9, K has X n 9)-injectors and the
proof of Theorem 3.10 shows that they are the X n ^-injectors of K{X<i)n9. Thus we have
an example of an Sj-Fitting class which always yields injectors and a group K in which
the radical is distant from both Kb and K itself. All our previous examples either had
finite index in the group or were closely associated with the hypercentral radical.

One failure of the example given above is that it does not give a polycyclic group G
with G/GX{Aj) infinite. The reason is that in a polycyclic group an element g acts on a
torsion-free rationally irreducible M, like an invertible integer matrix and so dfa>) =
det(p,-(g))= ± 1 . Hence dG(g) can only take the values 1 and —1 and so G/GX{A^ =
G/Ker fG s Im fG = Im ndG is finite. In fact, we have been unable to construct a
corresponding example for polycyclic groups and leave this as a final open question.

Question 3. Is there an abelian normal ^3-Fitting class X and a polycyclic group G
such that G/Gx is infinite?
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